
Blitzkrieg: Swift & Ruthless Guide to Order of the Sinister
Moon



Und Sturm, brich los!

Primarily Satanism is a way of living. The philosophy of the Sinister Moon is based upon a 
way of life that is different and more joyful than any other way of life. Indeed it is a superior 
way of living. One involving triumph of sheer individual will over oneself, one’s surroundings 
and ultimately the fulfillment of one’s unique Satanic destiny. Transcending one’s humanity to 
become as they who are beyond the abyss are.

A Satanist is primarily a man of action. Not that of the intellectual, thinker, academic, 
philosopher, etc. Primarily Satanism is about deeds not words. Words sometimes follows but 
these are only a tool. They live a Satanic life. They don’t have to talk about it. By their actions,
deeds and life itself. One strong action is worth a thousand words. Only the minority can live 
Satanically most are suited to the comforts of slavery. A Satanist can and will be in real life 
what others only dream of, read about in books or watch on screen in films. A Satanist is that 
0.01% person who inspires in others a sort of envy, admiration, awe, fear and respect.

With Satan as our ideal we are also the bringers of wisdom, revolution and liberation. Most 
often than not the sort of wisdom and knowledge offered by a Satanist is forbidden, and 
Faustian in nature. It is no exoteric but esoteric. Hidden and secretive. We also stand to help 
and aid those with our character to become as we are: the true elites. And offer them 
liberation from the status quo and slavery of religion, morals, laws, and other limits placed 
upon the individual by the tyrannical state. Whilst most people sleep we are awake and 
awakened to the truth unlike most who find comfort in lies and illusions.

A Satanist recognizes that our current society is nothing more than the banding together of 
the weak creating laws and rules to protect themselves from our wrath. And that it is our birth 
right to rule over the weak masses as the true aristocracy. Our way is not for the majority who 
are as slaves. Too blind to see the light of Lucifer. A Satanist is society’s enemy number one.

The only law of a Satanist is his own individual will and any transgressions should be 
punished. Only through terror can the strong make themselves heard above the braying 
asses of the masses. For it is he who is most enlightened which casts the darkest shadow. 
And thus seen by the Nazarene-Magian trash breed of human as the unenlightened bringer of
darkness.

In the moral sense a Satanist is beyond good and evil. Recognizes morality as a human 
invention and concept. Not as universal. They follow their own individual moral code and live 
by their own laws. They refused to be restrained or enslaved by the chains of the status quo.  
In the Nietzschean sense they are amoral. Beyond morality. Only individual judgement is 
applied. Not that of some moral code that is more suited to Nazareny or such things as 
Wicca’s “and it harms none”.

A Satanist engages in combat and war. Finding glory in battle. Whereas most die old and sick 
and frail the Satanist aims to die a glorious death. And lives each day as it could be his last on



Earth. Conquest is never done. They strive forever onwards to more and more. Unlike most 
people they recognize they have a unique and special destiny to fulfill and live to fulfill it.

They recognize their own limits and seek to break them or go beyond their own limits. 
Whether this be subconscious lingering of Nazarene morals or anything else that is a spiritual,
physical, emotional or otherwise limitation or weakness. They are humble enough to 
recognize their weaknesses but do not engage in the decadence of self-pity instead aiming to 
break all weaknesses. As pain is merely weakness leaving the body.

By fearlessly entering the dark and living as Satan himself one comes elevated to the position
of knowing Satan. The Dark Gods do not come to those who live a weak, soft and 
materialistic life. They come to those who live as they live. First one should learn to endure 
fatigue and hardship. Second the schools of privation, poverty, and trauma. Enduring trials, 
ordeals and facing your own mortality is part and parcel of this. So are periods where you 
naturally will become traumatized. But the strong survive and the weak perish. Good riddance
to the weak. The things which do not kill us will only hardened us and is via becoming the 
most hardened will you stand closest to Satan.

Mercy and pity upon others will lead you astray instead you should be as hard as krupp steel. 
Swift and ruthless with your enemies. Anyone or anything that stands in your way should be 
destroyed without mercy or delay. Anything which seeks to hinder your path must be dealt 
with in said fashion.

Although other brands and flavors of Satanism exists. What we offer is one that is a step 
above any others. Which are either too weak and soft or too degenerate and de-evolutionary 
to be useful. This portrait we paint of a Satanist is far beyond the typical Nazarene image of a 
Devil Worshiper with deranged sexual practices who consumes human flesh and blood. And 
beyond the image of a Satanist as a mere black magickian or occultist who engages in rituals,
armchair philosophy and nothing more such as the pseudo-Satanist. It is a balanced and 
holistic approach that is superior, harder and tougher than anything else offered up by those 
forms. Only this form of Satanism is evolutionary beneficial and properly balanced.



Sinister Aims of the Order of the Sinister Moon

1) To provoke or cause via magickal and practical means the destruction and downfall of 
society (the System, the Magian-Nazarene, the Old Order, etc.) upon the ashes of which a 
new darkly numinous society described as the Dark Imperium or Fourth Reich can be built.

2) To draw down the energies of the New Aeon and the physical manifestation of the Dark 
Immortals on this Earth planet.

3) To inspire, influence and engineer human evolution towards what Nietzsche described as 
Ubermensch and Myatt called Homo Sol/Homo Galacticus via using the form of Satanism, 
Sevenfold Way and manifesting of certain primal acausal energies on this Earth planet.



Practical Guide to Strategy & Tactics 

On the point (1) above. The forms that will manifest the New Aeon is in essence National 
Socialism. That is a totalitarian fascist dictatorship where the strong rule the weak in contrast 
to that of Communism where the weak majority rule the strong. I envision this as a particular 
type of society with a singular leader in any nation-state who I will simply call the Fuhrer. The 
Fuhrer would be advised by a High Council of Sinister/Satanic adepts. Ultimately all decisions
of leading, and governance would his but he would be advised by this High Council. This is 
done in order to make society more conductive to Satanism rather than has it has done for 
centuries engage in witch hunts and inquisitions. And guide by Aeonics and empathy with the 
acausal towards establishing a Galactic Aeon where we would explore, conquer and tame 
Outer Space itself. Primarily, the whole of society should not be aware of this High Council’s 
existence. In essence it is comparable to the Vedas which have a Brahmin priestly caste 
which guides and advises the Martial/Ruling caste. Or in Plato’s Republic where there is a 
philosopher king advised by a council of philosophers. In order to destroy and push society 
towards it’s eventual fall acts of terror such as assassinations, bombing campaigns, 
encouraging/creating/causing war or a civil war in the United States in particular, infiltration 
and subversion of groups both far-left and far-right, promoting NS revolution, promoting 
Anarchism and the use and promotion of crime in particular drug trafficking, pornography and 
prostitution as these weaken and sicken society. 

On point (2) rituals such as the Black Mass, Mass of Heresy, and Ceremony of Recalling. As 
well as acts of dark sex magick and blood sacrifice ie culling. And guiding and training 
suitable individuals in the Sinister Tradition. Organizing and forming cells/nexions of the Order
of the Sinister Moon where these rituals are undertaken. 

On point(3) this involves the alchemical change process starting from self-initiation, as well as
in the early stages engaging in hermetic magickal rituals involving primarily invoking the dark 
forces inwards, and practising External Magick. As well as physical ordeals, insight roles and 
living Satanically. Following the Sevenfold-way and opening nexions both within and without. 
Developing acausal thinking and empathy.



The Sinister Path of the Order of the Sinister Moon

1) Neonate

Neonate’s are required to study Liber Azerate by the Misanthropic Luciferian Order, Hysteron 
Proteron by the O9A, Naos by O9A, Black Book of Satan I-III by O9A, and has many old 70s-
90s O9A MSS as possible. They are also required to read Mein Kampf by Adolf Hitler and the 
Bhagavad-gita. Defiance by Savitri Devi. Vindex: Destiny of the West by David Myatt. 
Practical Guide to Strategy and Tactics of Revolution by David Myatt. Siege by James Mason.
Hunter and the Turner Diaries by William Pierce. And any and all Holocaust Denial literature 
they can find. Storm of Steel by Ernst Junger is also recommended.

The Neonate is to compose a 9 page letter with full legal name, address, photograph, date of 
birth, an autobiography, reasons for wanting to join, groups they are involved with, why they 
want to join, living situation, any tasks or experiences with the Sinister, etc. And mail it directly
to the Order of the Sinister Moon. It should be type or hand written.

45-60 minutes a day they are to sit completely still, motionless, empty the minds of thought 
and engage in the fourfold breath technique. You breathe in for a count of four seconds, you 
hold for a count of four seconds, you breathe out slowly for four seconds, you hold with no air 
for a count of four seconds, (which is tricky) and you just do that for several cycles.  You can 
do it for 3 seconds a piece if you are more comfortable with that. The breathing just has to be 
rhythmic not too deep.

They are also to go between the hours of 12am and 4am to a cemetery. And offer tobacco 
(cigars), liquor such as Jack Daniels, and/or incense to the Undead. For a minimum of one 
hour. They are also to practice the art of Vampiric tendril. Visualizing an extension of the body 
from the chest in the form of a hideous black intrusion that enters the body of other 
unsuspecting humans and feeds them the resulting blood essence. And are encouraged to 
curse and feed indiscriminately.

The last task of the Neonate is to obtain everything needed for an altar setup either in the 
woods or at home. This includes NS flag, black mirror, black candles, incense, altar cloth, and
quartz pyramid or tetrahedron. As well as black clothes or robes to wear during rituals.

2) Initiate

Undertake initiation as described in Naos or Black Book of Satan I. Either case it is important 
to find a suitable symbol of Nazareny and destroy/burn it/defile it. And using a razor or knife 
cut the middle finger on the left hand and smear the blood on a sigil of Lucifer/Satan. Burn the
sigil. And stated out loud “by this action I hereby reject Yeshua the deceiver, all his works, and
bond myself soul, body, mind and blood to Satan the prince of darkness whose word is 
CHAOS.”



Physical ordeals: run 5 miles in under 40 mins. Engage in weightlifting/training and seek to 
bench press 225 lbs, overhead press 135 lbs, squat 315 lbs and deadlift 405 lbs. Or beyond 
that.

Engage in insight roles both personal and Aeonic.

Join, aid, or form a National Socialist group

Promote Holocaust Denial and revisionism

Undertake the Dark Pathworkings and Sinister Chants as described in Naos

Meditate nightly between 12am and 3am for 45-60 mins by scrying in the black mirror and 
offering tobacco, incense and liquor. You can also use your own blood offered on sigils you 
burn.

Development of Astral awareness via Lucid Dreaming/Astral Projection.

3) External Adept

Organize and run a cell/nexion of the Sinister Moon. Undertake Mass of Heresy, Black Mass, 
and Ceremony of Recalling. Guide and initiate new members. If possible undertake a task 
such as burning a church in the tradition of our black metal ancestors.

Ruck/Hike 16 miles with 65 lbs on your back in at least 4 hours for men and in at least 5 hours
for women.

One week sleep at maximum 4 hours a day, keep food at a minimal, and every night engage 
in Sinister Chanting, the meditation with black mirror and a particular Dark Pathworking. You 
should for the entire week seek to run 200 miles in total. In times you are not practising 
chanting, meditation or pathworking you are to engage in study of the O9A, Star Game, 
Sinister Tarot and acausal. Otherwise you are to engage in a circuit of pull ups, push ups, sit 
ups and air squats. This should be done in the premises of the temple you’ve established or 
near it.

Obtain weapons and train to become proficient in them. Recommended is the AR-15, 9mm 
pistol, shotgun and combat knife.

Engage with your temple or solo targeting an individual who is detrimental to NS and 
administer a beating to them or home invasion. Making it look like a robbery or mugging.

Hold either with your temple or NS group rallies, protests and marches to support NS. 
Similarly disrupting ones by the left.

4) Internal Adept

Run 100 miles in under 24 hours.

Spend 3-6 months totally alone bereft of human contact in the wilderness.

5) Master/Mistress



Guide and train suitable individuals

Performance of Aeonic Magick.

Creation of new causal forms to aid the Sinister.



Analysis of our Insignia

The skeletal hand reaching towards the sigil of the O9A signifies both desire for Sinister 
Influence and the influx of the death current. It also represents San La Muerte or the Lord of 



Death. His days are Monday and Friday; his number is 13. Sacraments to him are brown 
liquor particularly whiskey, coke and rum, coca leaves and cocaine, marijuana, raw or cooked 
pork, and tobacco particularly cigars. In some traditions he is known as Cain or the original 
murderer. In the Hindu tradition he would be recognized as Yamaraja and in Thai Buddhism 
as Payayom. The sigil of the O9A itself has it’s own meaning in the Sinister Tradition but 
furthermore here means we recognize the O9A as comrades, the influence of the O9A on our 
person and ideas, and that we keep the Sinister Tradition alive as well as promote and align 
with the Aeonic goals of the O9A. The new moon represents Satan’s mistress Lilith who is the
Goddess of Night, mother of all demons and succubi, mistress of nightmares, and is 
associated with the New Moon. In the Sapphic tradition it represents the Dark Vampress 
Goddess Baphomet. The blackness itself represents the chaos dragon Tiamat, the acausal, 
non-being and chaos.

Cosmology

The acausal realm or universe we view as pure chaos. Non-euclidean, with infinite eternal 
time dimension. In contrast to the causal with it’s 1-dimensional time and 3-dimensional 
space. This Myattian influence is axiomatic and so is the theory of the acausal. We believe 
that hidden to us is our true self which is the spiritual spark of Satan/Lucifer. The black flames 
of dark gnosis which dwells within our fleshy shell. By following the tasks we’ve outlined prior 
the alchemical change process begins and there is shifting where upon after one traverses 
the abyss they will be dominated by the acausal instead of the causal. Emerging as a God in 
flesh body. There is first recognition and living this dark side then there is separation and 
finally union ultimately transcending both.

Meditation especially void meditation and the four fold breathe technique is employed. As is 
certain other meditative practices to help this process. As well as visiting the cemetery 
grounds and scrying with the black mirror. And the invocations of Dark Gods and energies. 
And of course via chanting the Diabolus and reciting the Satanic Our Father.



Total War
I ask you: Do you want total war? If necessary, do you want a war more total and radical than 
anything that we can even imagine today? – Joseph Goebbels

The only way that I see a darkly numinous society being built is in the aftermath and resulting 
chaos of a war. A war that may be coming with or without Sinister Influence. The key elements
here is to exploit any sectors of civil unrest. Pushing them to the brink and beyond. 
Engineering an all out civil war in the United States of America would enable a sufficiently 
Sinister sector to seize power. This is a lofty goal. We must take a look at what is occurring 
around us. Increased government monitoring, increased suppression of not only National 
Socialism but the far-right, alt-right and regular right-wing, increased political correctness, 
increased faggotry, and the COVID-19 pandemic police state laws.

Recommended plan:

• Obtaining and studying weapon systems. With plenty of training time in marksmanship and

tactics. Seek military training.

• Infiltration and subversion of the left. Assassination or removal of key figureheads.

• Infiltration and subversion of intelligence agencies and police.

• Use of improvised explosives and poisons.

• Pushing conservative or alt-right elements towards full blown National Socialism. 
Radicalizing

said elements.

• Elimination or assassination of police informants. Perhaps via a public form like hanging 
from a

lamp post.

• Organizing training camps.

• Interrogation resistance training.

• SERE — Survival, Evasion, Resistance, and Escape training.

• Learning about police tactics. Never speak to police. Never consent to a search without a

warrant. Remain calm, assertive and polite.

It’s not much but it’s a start. Targets for assassination shouldn’t be too high-tier or 
unobtainable. SWIFT AND RUTHLESS!!!



Lilith Worship

Lilith also known as Darkat in the Sinister Tradition is the queen of the night. A dark goddess 
who is the mother of succubi. In essence sexual Vampires whom prey upon men in the 
dreaming or Astral state. Collecting semen to be impregnated by to spawn more demons. I 
believe the best time for any conjuring is 12am to 4am. Between those times. But I particularly
believe it is important to perform the following ritual prior to sleep. It is possible to commune 
with Lilith for this you should have a darkened room with an Altar with a black cloth. Candles 
of red and black. Burn Incense of sandalwood and sulphur. First chant the Diabolus ie Dies 
Irae then say the Satanic our father. Vibrate Agios o Baohomet 3 times and then vibrate the 
name Darkat. Offer a prayer of devotion to Lilith such and ask her to come to you. You should 
praise her but firmly command her presence.

Lilith can appear as a red haired child or a naked adult woman with a blood stained mouth 
with long sharp incisors and wings of a bat. Or an old hag. She is very much whore and 
crone. Her sexual promiscuity is part and parcel of this Dark Goddess. And only judgemental 
Nazarenes or those with sexual hangups would criticize this.

Just as rituals to Baphomet may be more effective via means of Sapphic Sorcery I suspect 
due to her nature as a predator of men this ritual is more effective for heterosexual males. I 
do not necessarily view Lilith who is the dark queen of the night and mother of succubus and 
other demons in the way the Misanthropic Luciferian Order does. This is from personal 
experience. Individual experience can and will differ in some circumstances. Hers is birthing 
demons and non-monogamy.

Certain women are by nature succubi even if they are not directly involved in the Sinister or 
even aware of it psychically. They can haunt your Nightmares. You will feel drained physically.
And they have unnaturally high sex drives and practice non-monogamy. Not necessarily in the
adulterous sense. They may or may not be bisexual. They are nymphomaniac most often. 
Sex with demons, acausal entities and Dark Goddesses can provide a boon. They can also 
gift you with dark wisdom. And provide you insights. They are often very nurturing and 
healing. In essence a sort of sexual Alchemy. Visitations can also occur during lucid 
dreaming, Astral projection or sleep paralysis. This is much more than a so called wet 
dreamor sexual fantasy. Sometimes they can appear as Shadowy humanoid figures in the 
waking state when one is near sleep. You may feel their cold icy caress.

There is despite what I said also a very dark violent nature to Lilith. One involving infanticide 
of her own children and castration of men. In Islamic mythos succubi sometimes sever the 
penis internally during coitus. There is much still to discuss and more writings will be posted 
about conjurings and invocations in the Sinister Tradition. Particularly as well Shugara and 
Aosoth. But tracts detailing the more important invocations.



The Black Moon

Lilith is associated with the new moon. The dark energies of a new moon. Lilith can provide 
the nourishment of darkness. Works of terror and Sinister knowledge. The use of sex magick 
for calling down darkness. And bloody perversion. The ability to cause sleeping humans to 
have Nightmares and night terrors. And with shades of the dead. The impregnation of Lilith by
Satan. The sexual union symbolizing in essence the birthing of chaos hence the eventual 
dissolution of the Cosmos. Lilith by tradition is known to mate with men whilst on top of them 
and giving birth to demons. Within the context of sexual magick the assumption of those two 
Godforms and with a resulting child or children who would be quite literally chaos spawn.

From birth being forces of darkness in the flesh. This concept can be expanded into the 
practice of sex magick by a priest and priestess. The priest assuming the role of Satan and 
the priestess assuming the role of Lilith in general. Undertaking the working during a new 
moon to either create as stated prior the literal spawn of chaos or for a work of destruction or 
terror. Orgasm should be delayed and during there should be mutual visualization of the set 
goal. However, this is not a treatise on sex magick itself but for the creation of either a) 
children who are possessed by birth or b) a heterosexual working towards a mutual goal of 
causing terror, chaos or destruction. And for that reason should be undertaken during a new 
moon. The planet Mars represents the male and the planet Venus the female. Using the 
traditional method of mutual visualization by both partners. Vibrating according to tradition 
Agios O Atazoth three times prior to the commencement of the ritual. The ritual must occur on
a black moon. Consulting Naos here as a guide is not incorrect. Chanting the Diabolus and 
saying the Satanic Our Father prior to the ritual is recommended.

Invoking Lilith you will need parchment paper with the sigil of Lilith written upon it. A black 
altar cloth. A suitable altar. A black mirror. Burn incense to offer to Lilith. Recommended is to 
praise Lilith and her attributes. Stare into the black mirror asking Lilith to come to you. Praise 
her qualities. Take a razor or ritual dagger slit a finger on the left hand and anoint the sigil with
blood. The male invokes Satan the ritual is much the same except instead of Lilith, Satan is 
invoked. The Satanic Our Father could be employed.

If the work is to be a work of acausal terror then petrichor must be used or for destruction 
sulphur. Incense of hazel or alder respectively could be burned in lieu of this. Black and red 
candles should be the only source of light. It is recommended both participants fast, abstain 
from sex leading up to the ritual, and go without sleep for at least 24 hours. Either the event is
visualized by both partners during sexual trance or the sigil of Nythra is visualized. During the 
ritual vibrate “Nythra” reaching a trance-like state until climax.If the work is the creation of a 
child possessed by birth the male simply climaxes inside the female (obviously!). The more 
Satanic, Sinister or evil the individuals involved and more advanced spiritually then the more 
effective the rite.



Creed of the Apocalypse
1. I affirm Satan whose word is chaos. And I do reject Yeshua the deceiver and all his

works.

2. All my works shall do glory to the name of Satan and the Dark Gods.

3. Let my body be a vessel for CHAOS.

4. No guilt shall bind me; no thought restrict.

5. I believe in the fight and in bringing down the Day of Wrath

6. I believe in the law of the new aeon which is sacrifice and the letting of blood for which

I shed no tears for I give thanks to my prince Satan. And if necessary will spill my own

blood for it’s manifestation!

7. I believe in proud defiance that the weak deserve to perish and thus I do reject

weakness, pity, and cowardice. I reject the shackles which keeps the weak enslaved.

8. I believe in discipline and loyalty to the cause – which is in manifesting terror, chaos,

horrors, and destruction wherever I may go for the coming of the new aeon.

9. I believe in no law besides the law of personal judgment and will champion whatever is

heretical. No laws or limits shall restrict my defiance of the old order. My only desire is

the downfall of all!



Death Dealing: Kill or Be Killed
The element of total surprise should accompany any hit carried out. Aiding the benefit of 
surprise will also aid in keeping the adrenal flow of the target at a minimum. Killing involves 
two primary tasks to accomplish: 1) inducting traumatic shock to the target’s body resulting in 
unconsciousness and 2) cutting off breathing and respiratory function with no chance to 
regain it prior to death. You are not looking to inflict pain or damage. You are looking to 
shutdown the individual’s body either via shock or stop their breathing permanently.

Causing death your main targets should be the head and the neck. With a firearm the chest 
as well as head. Fire two rounds in the chest or heart aiming for centre of mass and fire one 
round in the head. With a knife you could slit the throat from behind and once on the ground 
stab the kidneys. Or similarly plunging the knife at a particular angle so that you can sever the
jugular and vocal cords in one swift motion. 



Diagram of Vital Points



Figure 2

When killing without a firearm it is important that you use 100% of your force and fury in the 
attack. Less than a total commitment there will be reduced odds of a kill. Blood loss is a slow 
way to kill. It’s not efficient it comes as a side effect. A survival or combat knife is 
recommended for this task particularly one with a double edge. With the left hand grip the 
target over the mouth and nose hard and while squeezing tightly jerk his head backward while
your weapon-hand rises high. Without any hestiating plunge the knife into the neck and cut 
outwards. Continue plunging the knife into the neck until the victim hits the ground. At which 
point plunge it repeatedly into the kidneys and exit the scene. 





Kills with a handgun must be in close proximity. Primarily they should be fired into the 
chest and then into the head. Two rounds centre of mass and one to the head.





For totally bare handed kills. There isn’t much else to offer in terms of effectiveness besides 
the rear naked choke and the neckbreak. Application of this technique must be fast and 
powerful. Explosives made from polyester casting resin, auto body putty, PVC pipe, pexiglass 
and so on are cheap, easy to make and undetectable and non-metallic. Which means they 
are transparent to x-rays. This allows these devices to be carried through aiports, government
buildings, and other controlled areas where a magnometer check might be encountered. The 
plastic shrapnel filler can be coated with poison to increase kill count.

 



Insight Roles for the Sinister Moon Initiate
An insight role involves for a period of 6-12 months living a way of life completely opposite in 
nature to the one you’ve previously experienced. They can be personal as described or 
Aeonic or both. As stated by O9A in times past:

An Insight Role is in effect an extended magickal ritual and involves the 
individual living in a certain way and striving for a specific (often non- 
esoteric) goal. It involves playing a specific 'role'. The novice is expected 
to learn from this experience. It is important that the novice identifies 
with the role to the extent that friends/associates and those the novice is 
brought into contact with by virtue of that role do not realize the novice 
is playing a 'role'. 

One essential aspect of an Insight Role is that it requires the 
novice to change their life-style and usually their place of residence. 
Another, is that it tends to isolate them from non-Satanists. Third, it 
often brings them into conflict and confrontation - with others, and 
themselves. Fourth, it tests them - forcing them to find inner strengtiis 
and reserves. Or, of course, it destroys them - or makes them renounce their 
Satanic quest and vows. All these are necessary. 

1) Becoming a trafficker of drugs

2) Running a brothel or escort agency

3) Joining the military and seeking combat

4) Live as a NS revolutionary

5) Live as a celibate vegetarian monk

6) Travelling the world alone



An Essay Concerning the Tyranny of the State
One should study the political plans from lessons of history. From observations made in the 
events of every moment it passes. Not by theoretical routine without any critical regard for 
consequent results. The elites appoint puppets who are not trained in governance; and they 
train them since youth. The state relies on usury, economics, brainwashing, academia, sex, 
drugs and alcohol to ensnare the “normals” ergo the mundanes. Practical unprejudiced 
historical observation is necessary.

Observing nature we can see not all are created equal in character, intelligence, strength, 
mind, etc. Our politicians at present are nothing more than obedient lapdogs of the elites and 
the Jews ie the Magian. Elites choose specialists born and bred from early childhood to rule 
the affairs of the world with a focus on political plans from history. The politicians play the 
mere role as an actor thinking they are an individual and rose to their own fame when the 
elites groom them for their dog-like obedience and servitude. Likewise the Jew controls 
science as an institution, the press, film, mainstream media, etc.

People are chained down to the heavy toil of poverty, and a rapidly shrinking middle class. 
Your “human rights” to the state is a mere phantasm. Never to be realized as an actual reality.
It is nothing more than a mere pipe dream or illusion. They are not interested in your well-
being nor seeing you fed and clothed. They are interested in the genocide of the white race 
and bringing the world under one government ruled by a single Jew they consider the 
“Messiah”. The elites create economic crisis so that the common man rush to shed the blood 
of one another. All under the guise of “freedom” they have enslaved us.

They want us to be impersonalists and materialists so we replace accomplishing any higher 
spiritual goal instead opting for sex, intoxication and personal greed. We become as upright 
two-legged animals or beasts. It also diverts our minds away from the elites themselves, as it 
it is a form of mass intoxication. The opiate of the masses. Likewise they are systematically 
disarming the masses so they cannot fight back. Not even by words now as we no longer 
have free speech and anything contrary to their sickening ideas are “hate speech”. The elite 
hold a monopoly on wealth and the end goal of the elites is a one world government with the 
rest of humanity as mere slaves or robots. Or to use the Jewish word “goyim” which means 
cattle.

They have monopolized all wealth already such that even the wealthiest “goy” is under Jewish
thumb. Obviously through such control of wealth of governments by proxy they control the 
law, the police, banking, military, academia, etc. Any nation who opposes this as an example 
DPRK or Iran is labelled a rogue terror state and in some circumstances go to war with them 
under the guise of “democracy”. Even some of the so-called “far right” groups are Jewish 
false flag operations or infilitrated by the Jew. And now the internet once considered a source 
of free speech is subject to the most harshness of censorship and intelligence/police agency 
monitoring. 



The system’s lifeblood is money each of us need employment unless we are career criminals 
to eat, clothe and shelter ourselves hence playing into the hands of the system and the Jew. 
All of us have become much like puppets managed by the Jews according to their sickening 
dream of a messianic age led by none other than a single Jew ruler. They promote historical 
mistakes we have made to keep us enslaved or outright lies such as the Holohoax. Jews 
have created such senseless, filthy and abominable media like pornography, idiotic TV shows,
and films. All promoting racial mixing and immorality. At the head of any nefarious plot there 
you shall find the Jew.

The goys in charge may indeed have hidden perversions, or be morally degenerate. Such 
that if a Jew is not appointed they appoint a goy who is easy to control by such means. 
Should he rebel then he is exposed for the scoundrel he is or framed as one. Either that or he
is assassinated. 

“Liberty, freedom, and equality” is the mantra of the Jew and does not exist in nature. What 
really fuels the elite and their true weapons are limitless ambition, burning greediness, 
merciless vengeance against whites (particularly white males), hate and malice. They seek 
and have already overthrew all traditional establishments in the name of “peace”, 
“democracy”, etc. From the day you enter the public school system you are brainwashed. 
They fool, bemuse and corrupt our youth. They destroy the importance of family and race. To 
create a vapid thoughtless mob easy to manipulate and control. The poison of egalitarianism 
makes sick the state and the nation’s population. The goyim are their cattle and they are 
wolves in sheep’s clothing. What happens when a wolf disguised as a sheep enters a flock of 
said sheep? All laws must suit their purposes that’s your “freedom”. Thus you are not free at 
all. The media serves the Jew and so does any other institution.



Opfers in Sinister Moon Context

Anyone who is not supportive of the Sinister Moon should be viewed as a potential victim or 
mark. Particularly someone who promotes leftism in the form of Cultural Marxism and all that 
it entails such degeneracy, pesky, interfering Nazarenes and Nazarene groups such as 
fundamentalists and other “Satanist” persecutors, investigative journalists particularly ones 
who are smearing the Sinister Moon as well as doxing high ranking individuals, undercover 
police, police informants, and anyone from the White Lodge ie Wiccans, Neo-Pagans, 
pseudo-Satanists and their ilk.

These individuals who are not of “our Sinister kind” and also detrimental to the aims of the 
Sinister Moon are nothing more than targets to be eliminated. They can be eliminated via 
assassination or taught a lesson by a beating, destruction of their property, etc. However, in 
terms of culling they’ve already pretty much marked themselves as those who need to be 
eliminated. So there’d be no further testing needing on these individuals. They would not be 
random innocent victims. I believe they should be culled outside the context of Ceremony. Via
the CIA way, ie a knife across the throat then plunged in the kidneys. If they are a hard target 
with bodyguards the Jack Ruby way with a concealed pistol two shots to the chest and one to 
the head. Or the Unabomber way with a nailbomb at their address or office etc.

Other methods could include cutting their breaks, planting a car bomb, poisoning via cyanide 
aerosol spray or other “arranged accidents”. Opfers should be naturally dedicated to Satan or 
Baphomet.

Individuals for a Ceremony of Recalling I would recommend a particular brand of subhuman. 
One I know all too well. An individual who is addicted to hard drugs and lives for the needle. 
However, engages in such things as woman beating and sexual assaults. As well commits a 
lot of petty crime such as thefts. As no honor and would willing snitch to police to get out of 
trouble. And whose family doesn’t really care anymore about them because they’ve given up. 
A subhuman like that who you know on some level but not personally basically makes the 
best sort of human sacrifice. Basically could be lured with the idea of sex and drugs at a party
in the woods. He’s already revealed by his character to be weak, cowardly and detrimental to 
society as well as someone who wouldn’t be missed at all. A scenario could be created where
he’s on a date with a female and she goes home and pretends to be sleepy to see if he would
engage in trying to molest her in his sleep as he’s often been accused of. Or to say she’s 
been beaten by an ex using fake bruise makeup and have that “ex” meet them on the street 
to

see if he would react in any form.

Church burnings are something I wish to bring back into the Satanist scene. To let the 
Nazarene know they are not welcome and Satanists are operating closer than they think. 
Without claiming credit indirect or direct.



Operational Security

The most important thing for any Satanic organization is security. Do not therefore in public discuss the
Sinister Moon. Nor should you tell any friends, family, lovers or associates you are a member. Nor 
should you openly publicly admit to being a member. 



Final Note
Everything else will be transmitted on person to person basis aurally. This will end the entire MSS of 
the Sinister Moon for a while.
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